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1. Background 

On 17 June 2010 the Premier of Queensland, the Honorable Anna Bligh MP, applied 

under section 44M of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (TPA) for the certification of 

Queensland’s third party access regime for rail transport services as an effective 

access regime (Application for Certification).   

On 19 May 2010, Pacific National Pty Ltd (Pacific National) applied for a 

recommendation as to the declaration of the QR Limited’s coal network that 

comprises the Central Queensland Coal Network (CQCN) under Part IIIA of the TPA 

(Application for Declaration).   

On 16 August 2010, the Queensland Government made a further submission with 

respect to the Application for Certification and Application for Declaration 

(Submission).  

On 14 September 2010 the National Competition Council (Council) released its draft 

recommendation on the application for certification of the third party access regime 

for rail in Queensland (Regime) (Draft Certification Recommendation).  The 

Council's proposed recommendation to the Commonwealth Minister, who is the 

Treasurer, the Honorable Wayne Swan MP, was that the Regime be certified as 

effective for a period of 10 years. 

The Council has also released its draft recommendation on the Application for 

Declaration (Draft Declaration Recommendation).  The Council's proposed 

recommendation to the designated Minister, who is the Premier of Queensland, the 

Hon Anna Bligh MP, was that the Services not be declared. 

On 13 October 2010, Pacific National withdrew its Application for Declaration.  

Consequently, the Council stated that it would not make a final recommendation to 

the designated Minister in respect of declaration of the CQCN. 

Accordingly, this submission is made only in respect of the Draft Certification 

Recommendation.  

As detailed in chapter 4 of the Application for Certification and subsequently 

chapter 1 of the Submission, the Regime comprises: 

(a) the Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997 (Qld) (QCA Act);  
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(b) the Queensland Competition Authority Regulation 2007 (Qld) (QCA 

Regulation);  

(c) the rail safety regime in Queensland which was established by the 

Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (Qld) (TIA) and which transitioned to 

the regime established in the Transport (Rail Safety) Act 2010 (Qld) 

(Rail Safety Act) on 1 September 2010; 

(d) QR Network’s Access Undertaking as accepted by the Queensland 

Competition Authority (QCA) under the provisions of the QCA Act as 

amended from time to time; and 

(e) the Queensland Competition Authority Amendment Regulation (No. 3) 

2010 (Qld) (QCA Amendment Regulation). 

Since the Submission the Motor Accident Insurance and Other Legislation 

Amendment Act 2010 (Qld) (which includes amendments to the QCA Act and TIA) 

was passed and those relevant sections commenced on 8 September 2010 (MAI 

Act). 

On 21 September 2010, following the release of the Draft Recommendation by the 

Council, the QCA issued its Final Decision not to approve QR Network's 2010 Draft 

Access Undertaking (QR DAU) lodged on 15 April 2010 and set out the amendments 

to the QR DAU that would be necessary to be made for the QCA to approve the QR 

DAU (Final Decision). 

The Final Decision incorporates the QCA's June 2010 draft decision on reference 

tariffs and revenue caps for coal train services in central Queensland.  The parts of 

the Final Decision that were not covered in the June draft decision, focus on issues in 

regulating a vertically integrated entity that operates above-rail coal train services on 

the below-rail infrastructure that it also owns and operates1. 

On 22 September 2010, QR Network submitted a revised draft amending 

undertaking which includes revisions in response to the Final Decision. 

                                                

1
 Final Decision at p. i. 
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On 1 October 2010 the QCA approved the revised draft amending undertaking2 

which incorporated the amendments required by the QCA in its Final Decision.  The 

version of the Access Undertaking as approved by the QCA on 1 October 2010 is 

known in the industry as UT3.   

 

2. Amendments to the Access Undertaking 

All of the provisions of UT3 referred to in the Application for Certification have been 

retained in the final version of UT3.  However, due to a number of additional 

amendments required by the QCA, some of the clause reference numbers have 

changed.  Appendix 1 to this submission sets out the relevant clause reference 

numbers to UT3, as at the time of the Application for Certification and the relevant 

reference clause in the final version of UT3.   

In addition, the amendments to UT3 as required by the QCA in its Final Decision, 

addresses a number of issues raised by stakeholders.  In essence, the changes are 

designed to ensure that: 

(a) there is a fair and reasonable investment framework concerning the 

future extension and expansion of the rail network;  

(b) all access agreements between QR Network and related-party train 

operators are conducted on an arms-length basis; 

(c) all access seekers are provided with the same level of service and the 

same opportunity to access the network; 

(d) QR Network does not engage in any anti-competitive cost shifting, 

cross-subsidisation or price/margin squeezing; 

(e) QR Network does not discriminate unfairly between access seekers or 

access holders when making decisions to expand the network; 

(f) the flow of confidential information from QR Network to other parties (in 

particular related parties) is restricted; 

                                                

2
 Draft Amending Access Undertaking as submitted on 22 September 2010 and as amended 

on 29 September 2010. 
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(g) auditors are approved annually and the scope of the audits are 

extended to include all regulatory issues in UT3; 

(h) QR Network expands the scope and detail of its quarterly and annual 

reports; and 

(i) QR Network retains the arrangements from previous undertakings that 

allow assets held by a related body corporate of QR Network to be 

transferred to QR Network on the request of an access seeker. 

The Queensland Government considers that the amendments required by the QCA 

to UT3 support and strengthen the effectiveness of the Regime as set out in its 

Application for Certification. 

Non-discriminatory treatment 

The QCA has introduced a number of new provisions to support and strengthen the 

non-discrimination provisions, including: 

(a) a requirement that QR Network will not, and will procure that its related 

bodies corporate do not, engage in conduct for the purposes of 

preventing or hindering access or provide access to related bodies 

corporate on more favourable terms then the terms on which QR 

Network provides access to competitors of the related body corporate3; 

(b) a requirement that QR Network will ensure that all transactions 

between QR Network and its related bodies corporate in relation to 

access are on an arm’s length basis4; 

(c) QR Network does not give preferential treatment to related parties by 

requiring QR Network to ensure that all access seekers are provided 

with a consistent level of service and are given an equal opportunity to 

obtain access rights and that all decisions made under UT3 are made 

in a manner that is consistent between all access seekers or access 

                                                

3
 Clause 3.2(a) of UT3. 

4
 Clause 3.2(b)(i) of UT3. 
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holders in the same circumstances5.  For example, the reinstatement of 

a clause in the contested train path decision-making process which 

specifies that QR Network will ensure it is not making discriminatory 

train-scheduling decisions6; 

(d) QR Network does not engage in any activities which creates or results 

in anti-competitive cost shifting, anti-competitive cross subsidies and 

margin squeezing7; and 

(e) ensuring compliance through more rigorous audit requirements (this is 

discussed in more detail below)8. 

Ring-fencing arrangements 

The QCA has introduced changes to UT3 to reflect the legislative amendments to the 

QCA Act9 and the TIA10 being, among other things, to ensure that the provision of 

below rail services by QR Network is managed independently of the provision of 

above-rail services provided by related operators11.  

Audits 

The QCA has included requirements that the annual audit process includes auditing 

QR Network's compliance with the obligations in UT3 in respect of12: 

(a) cost shifting; 

                                                

5
 Clause 3.3(b)(iii) of UT3. 

6
 Clause (d), Appendix 2 of Schedule G of UT3. 

7
 Clause 3.2(c) of UT3. 

8
 Clauses 3.7(a), 9.5(a)(ii) and 10.3(k) of UT3. 

9
 Section 137 of the QCA Act. 

10
 Sections 438G and 438H of the TIA. 

11
 Clauses 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 of UT3. 

12
 Clause 3.7(a) of UT3. 
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(b) margin squeezing (with special reference to non-reference train 

services); 

(c) access to associated facilities; 

(d) variations to network or system rules; 

(e) the impact of live run variations from train plans; 

(f) capacity allocation; 

(g) negotiation frameworks; and 

(h) investment decisions undertaken in order to enhance existing capacity 

requirements. 

Reporting, information provision and compliance  

The QCA has required additional obligations in relation to the arrangements for 

public and regulatory reporting which include:  

(a) the introduction of performance indicators relating to track availability13; 

and 

(b) reporting on the relationship between the maintenance cost index and 

actual maintenance cost movements (so that stakeholders are aware 

of the factors causing increases in maintenance on the network)14. 

Transfer of assets 

The QCA accepted the proposed arrangement in the QR DAU whereby declared 

assets can be transferred to QR Network and be included in QR Network’s regulated 

asset base with some minor amendments15.  

                                                

13
 Clause 9.1(j), Appendix 9 of the Final Decision.   

14
 Clause 9.2.3(c), Appendix 9 of the Final Decision.   

15
 Clause 3.8.1 of UT3.  See also paragraph 3.4 of the Final Decision. 



 

Appendix 1 – References to UT3 

Issue UT3 reference in 

Application for 

Certification 

UT3 reference in Final 

Decision 

There is a right for any rail transport infrastructure that is owned by a related body corporate 

of Queensland Rail that should be part of the regulated network to require Queensland Rail 

to obtain ownership of the infrastructure and amend the line diagrams (pages 22 and 23 of 

the Application for Certification). 

Clause 3.7.2 Clause 3.8.2 

Disputes about whether a piece of infrastructure is covered by the Regime may be raised 

under the Access Undertaking (page 22 of the Application for Certification). 

Clause 10.1 Clause 10.1 

The primacy of contractual negotiations is recognised by the Access Undertaking through: 

(a) a detailed negotiation framework to facilitate commercial negotiation; 

(b) a dispute resolution process where commercial agreement cannot be reached; and 

(c) an acknowledgement that the standard access agreement approved by the QCA 

applies unless otherwise agreed between QR Network and the access seeker (page 

Parts 4, 10 and clause 

5.1(d) 

Parts 4, 10 and clause 

5.1(d) 
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31 of the Application for Certification). 

The negotiation process under the Regime allows an access seeker to request certain 

information which QR Network is required to provide and gives an access seeker the right to 

negotiate with an access provider for the making of an access agreement.  An access seeker 

that is unhappy with the terms and conditions proposed by QR Network may raise a dispute 

(pages 32 and 33 of the Application for Certification). 

Clause 4.1(a), clause 

4.1(d) and clause 4.3(a) 

Clauses 4.3 to 4.6 

Clause 4.1(a), clause 

4.1(d) and clause 4.3(a) 

Clauses 4.3 to 4.6 

The Access Undertaking contains mechanisms to assist access seekers in dealing with 

interface issues, the development of an Operating Plan and Environmental Investigation and 

Risk Management Reports and Network Management Principles (page 34 of the Application 

for Certification). 

Clause 8.1.3, clause 8.2 

and Part 7 

Clause 8.1.3, clause 8.2 

and Part 7 (with 

amended clauses 7.5.1-

7.5.5) and amended 

Schedule H 

Provisions for the protection of confidentiality include the right for QR Network to request an 

access seeker to sign a confidentiality agreement in respect of information provided to it 

(page 42 of the Application for Certification). 

Clause 3.3 and 

Schedule B 

Clause 3.4 inserting 

amended clause 

3.4(d)(ii)(L) and 

Schedule B (as 

amended) 

The Access Undertaking provides for a dispute resolution process for disputes arising under Clause 10.1, Clause 10.1, 
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the Access Undertaking or in relation to the negotiation of access, including referral to an 

expert for resolution as well as the QCA (page 47 of the Application for Certification). 

clause 10.1.3 and clause 

10.2(a)(ii)(A)-(B) (citing 

10.2.3 in error) 

clause 10.1.3, clause 

10.1.4 and clause 10.2 

and amended Investment 

Framework Principles (in 

new Schedule J) 

The Access Undertaking provides that QR Network may undertake extensions in certain 

circumstances (page 51 of the Application for Certification). 

Clause 7.5.1 Clause 4.2(e), clause 

7.5.1, clause 7.5.2, 

clause 7.5.3 and 

clause 7.5.4 

The Access Undertaking provides protections for downstream competitors including:  

(a) that in developing Access Agreements with its affiliate QR Network will not establish 

access charges for the purposes of preventing or hindering access of an access 

seeker into any market in competition with the affiliate; 

(b) ensuring no access holder is favoured in allocating contested train paths; 

(c) providing access seekers with consistent service and opportunity to obtain access; 

(d) that QR Network will not unfairly discriminate between access seekers in negotiating 

for the provision of access or in providing access, including in relation to whether QR 

Clause 6.1.3, clause 

2.2(a)(i), clause 2.2(a)(ii), 

clause 2.2(a)(iii) 

Clause 2.2(a) (as 

amended), new clause 

3.2 and clause 6.1.3 
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Network will undertake an expansion (page 59 of the Application for Certification). 

The Access Undertaking sets out an explicit obligation on QR Network to make 

determinations in a consistent manner where the decision will, or has the potential to affect 

an access seeker's or an access holder's rights (page 60 of the Application for Certification). 

Clause 3.4(a)  Clause 3.5(a) 

An audit of QR Network’s compliance with its obligations, including whether a decision of QR 

Network has resulted, or may result in a material adverse effect on an access seeker’s or 

access holder’s rights or an access holder’s access, is conducted annually (page 60 of the 

Application for Certification).  Note that the amendments prescribe in further detail the 

extensive matters covered under the auditing provisions. 

Clause 3.6(a) Clause 3.7 (as amended) 

and clause 10.3 (as 

amended) 

There is an organisational structure to facilitate the separation of the management of its 

above rail and below rail businesses through ring fencing arrangements (pages 62 to 65 of 

the Application for Certification). 

Clause 3.1 to clause 3.3 

(inclusive) 

Clause 3.1 (as 

amended), new clauses 

3.1.1 and 3.1.2, new 

clause 3.2 and clauses 

3.3 and 3.4 as amended 

 


